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A successful investment is one that generates consistent rental income from high
occupancy rates and strong market demand. Strong market demand gives the
operator the opportunity to recapture the costs of property improvements quickly,
raise rates to capitalize on local market conditions, and establish a sustainable
base of higher quality tenants. Experience shows that these conditions tend to
occur most consistently in “Emerging Markets.”
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OVERVIEW
Diversifying a portfolio through the addition of commercial property investments
offers a number of benefits from the cash flow generated by the property to
beneficial economies of scale; a relatively open playing field, experienced, high
quality affordable property management, and the leveraged payoff at disposition
from the ability to finance commercial real estate. At GreenLite Holdings, LLC,
we maintain that multi-family residential properties are the most desirable
commercial property for individual investors. Multi-family excels as an investment
because of its ability to:
1. Provide steady income across economic cycles
2. Appreciate in value
3. Be secured by real collateral
4. Protect principal from inflation
5. O
 ffer tax advantages, including the ability to write off depreciation
and tax-free 1031 exchanges
6. D
 iversify the portfolio through low correlation to stock
and bond investments
With that said, in making a multi-family investment we want the deck stacked
in our favor. A successful investment is one that generates consistent rental
income from high occupancy rates and strong market demand. Strong market
demand gives the operator the opportunity to recapture the costs of property
improvements quickly, raise rates to capitalize on local market conditions, and
establish a sustainable base of higher quality tenants. Experience shows that
these conditions tend to occur most consistently in “Emerging Markets.”

IDENTIFYING EMERGING MARKETS FOR MULTI-FAMILY INVESTMENTS
An emerging market is a real estate market that has the potential to appreciate
rapidly over a three- to five-year period. These markets tend to offer:
uuHigher than average returns
uuNot as much competition (when buyers enter the market at Stage 1 and 2)
uuThe ability to defer gains and upgrade holdings (1031 exchange)
uuOpportunities on a micro level, regardless of macro economic conditions
The key indicator of an emerging market is Employment Growth, typically
showing up in job announcements and help wanted marketing.
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Where do you find Emerging Markets?
Emerging markets will differ based on the class of the property as an A, B or
C property. (A fourth class, D, includes government subsidized projects.) Each
property classification reflects a different risk and return. While there is no precise
formula by which properties are placed into classes A, B, or C, classification
tends to fall within the following guidelines:
Class A: These are the highest quality buildings in the market and area. They
are generally newer properties built within the last 15 years with
little or no deferred maintenance issues. Rents are high, resulting
high-income earning tenants. Typically, Class A properties are
professionally managed.
Class B: O
 ne step down from Class A, these properties are generally older
than Class A, tend to have lower income tenants and may or may
not be professionally managed. Rental income is commonly lower
than Class A and there may be some deferred maintenance issues.
Class B properties can be a “value-add” investment opportunity if,
through renovation and common area improvements, the property
can be upgraded to Class A or a Class B+. These properties are
typically sold at a higher capitalization (cap) rate than a comparable
Class A property because they are viewed as riskier.*
Class C: Class C properties are typically more than 20 years old and/or
in less desirable locations. The property is generally in need of
renovation, including updating the building infrastructure. As a
result, Class C buildings tend to have the lowest rental rates in a
market with other Class A or Class B properties and sell at a higher
cap rate than A or B properties.
Each class of multi-family properties represents a different level of risk and reward.
Class A properties are less likely to require further capital expenditures, but more
vulnerable to economic downturns. These properties tend to perform best at the
top of the economic cycle in markets with higher income tenants. Class A renters
tend to be better positioned to upgrade to homeownership.
With Class B and C properties, investors assume the additional risks of an
older property with lower income tenants, or potentially a property in a less
desirable neighborhood, but have lower correlation to traditional investments in
economic downturns. During more difficult economic conditions, demand for
lower price rental accommodations typically increases. B and C properties also
have more opportunity for add-on appreciation, where property improvements
drive increased rental rates and improved cap values.
*The capitalization rate, often referred to as the cap rate, is the ratio of Net Operating Income (NOI) to property asset value.
If a property was listed for $1,000,000 and generated NOI of $100,000, the cap rate would be $100,000/$1,000,000, or 10%.
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While multi-family investments tend to be less vulnerable to the economic
cycle than office, retail and industrial properties, the best returns are closely
correlated with emerging markets where improving employment opportunities
contribute to an influx of new workers and higher incomes. These conditions
drive lower vacancy rates, higher lease rates and improved fundamentals for
the multi-family operators.
While emerging markets are typically located in a geographic region experiencing
business expansion and rapid job growth, emerging markets can also occur on a
micro or neighborhood level. Characteristics of a good multi-family A or B market
often include one or more of the following:
uuCollege Town
uuState Capitals
uuAreas with High Barriers to entry
uuProximity to
vv Big Box Retail
vv Health Care (Hospitals)
vv Large Corporate Headquarters
vv Major Interstates
vv Major Airport
vv Shopping Hub (Malls, entertainment areas)
uuPopulation of 250,000+

Emerging Market Case Study: Midland-Odessa
In 2011, drilling started exploding in the Eagle Ford Shale. Four years later, oil
and condensate production continues to exceed expectations and the field has
attracted more capital investments than any shale field in the United States. In
the process, Eagle Ford Shale has generated 160,000 new jobs in the past six
years and more than $87 billion in economic output for Texas in 2013. Rents in the
Midland-Odessa area soared with the demand for housing. Some 1,172 units were
delivered in the area during 2012 and 2013, with another 1,453 units expected to
come on line by the end of 2014, reflecting an 8.2% growth in inventory.
GreenLite Holdings developed the following emerging market checklist to move
the identification of an emerging market beyond general impressions to objectively
quantify the market opportunity.
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EMERGING MARKET CHECKLIST
Variables

Decription of the Variable/Notes

Degree of Importance

Projected Employment Growth

Decription of the Variable/Notes

Extremely High

Projected Population Growth

Variables

High

Rental Growth

Variables

High

(Projected) Household Formation

Variables

Medium

Household Income

Variables

Medium

Percentage of Population Age 18-22

Variables

Medium

Service Sector Employment

Variables

Medium

Manufacturing Employment

Variables

Medium

Market Concessions

Variables

Medium

Vacancy/Occupany Rate

Variables

Medium

White Collar Employment

Variables

Medium

Supply

Variables

Low

Past 5 Years Population Growth

Variables

Low

Male to Female Ratio

Variables

Low

Past 5 Years Job Growth

Variables

Low
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Buying at the Right Time
The earlier we can identify an emerging market and begin to target desirable
acquisitions the greater the potential payoff. Another factor in a successful multifamily investment is often the market cycle. A complete market cycle typically
takes eight to ten years; with the individual market phases lasting three to four
years. Media recognition of the current market phases tends to have a one-year
lag. By the time its news, the early stage of the phase is over.

In a typical market cycle, rental rates move from recovery to recession. While it
appears counterintuitive, the ideal buying periods are in phases three and four,
given the market is beginning to show the characteristics of an emerging market.
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Buyer Market Phase I
uuMarket experiencing downturn/
depreciation
uuPossible economic contraction/
deflation
vv Market still oversupplied
vv Prices, rents falling
vv Time on market increasing
vv New construction stagnant
vv Unemployment reaches height
vv Foreclosures rise sharply
 Acquire properties at high cap
rates to maintain cash-flow
throughout phase
 Operate within primary urban
core submarkets
 24-36 month holding period

Buyer Market Phase II
uuMarket is bottoming out
uuPossible economic stagnation
vv Market absorbs oversupply
vv Time on market decreases
vv Job growth Increases
vv Existing properties rehabbed
vv Rents begin to slowly increase
vv Prices begin to slowly increase
 Ability to operate in secondary
markets
 24-36 month holding period
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Seller Market Phase I
uuMarket begins to appreciate
uuPossible economic expansion
vv Supply dwindles
vv Properties selling fast
vv Time on market at lowest point
vv Unemployment low
vv Property prices and rent rising
vv Demand at its highest point
 Ability to acquire properties at
market cap rates due to rapid
appreciation
 Ability to operate in secondary
markets
 12-24 month holding period

Seller Market Phase II
uuMarket is about to peak
uuPossible economic inflation
vv Time on the market increases
vv Supply increases
vv Seller waiting, but still gets
inflated prices
vv Construction pipeline excessive
vv Business and job growth slow
 Operate within primary urban
core submarkets
 24-36+ month holding period
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Where is the Job Growth
One challenge in identifying emerging markets and the current market phase, is to
move beyond the statistics to look at geographic regions on a micro level.
uuWhere is job growth occurring?
uuIs this growth significant in terms of regional population?
uuWill the new jobs be filled by the existing population or are they attracting
employees to the area?
uuIs job growth concentrated in urban markets conducive to multi-family
developments?
uuIs there a month-over-month pattern of increasing employment?
uuWhat are the primary sources of the new jobs and the anticipated duration
of those positions?
uuWhere are the markets with respect to the real estate development cycle?
Markets tend to fall into three broad categories. A Primary urban market is a large
metropolitan area with population in excess of 1 million. In addition to greater
population density, these markets typically have major government offices,
developed infrastructure, and full amenities. Submarkets may constitute emerging
markets within the greater metropolitan area.
Secondary markets have lower population density and are less likely to have
major government offices, but offer full amenities and developed infrastructure.
Given increasing population and job growth, these markets are typically attractive
areas for multi-family housing.
Tertiary markets are smaller cities, typically with populations below 250,000.
These communities may not offer full amenities, such as large shopping areas
and major hospitals. Overall, tertiary markets are less desirable for multi-family
development with 100+ units

In July 2014, nonfarm payroll employment increased in 36 states and the District of Columbia, decreased
in 13 states, and was unchanged in Iowa. The largest over-the-month increases in employment
occurred in Texas (+46,600), California (+27,700), and Michigan (+17,900). The largest over-the-month
decrease in employment occurred in Ohio (-12,400), followed by Maryland (-9,000) and South Carolina
(-4,600). The largest over-the-month percentage increase in employment occurred in Montana (+0.7
percent), followed by Arizona, Kentucky, Missouri, New Mexico, and Utah (+0.5 percent each). The
largest over-the-month percentage decline in employment occurred in West Virginia (-0.4 percent),
followed by Maryland (-0.3 percent) and Ohio and South Carolina (-0.2 percent each).
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States with statistically significant employment changes from July 2013 to July 2014, seasonally adjusted
p = preliminary.
State

July 2013

July 2014

Over-the-year
change(p)

Over-the-year
change(p)

North Dakota

445,500

465,300

19,800

4.4%

Nevada

1,172,800

1,217,400

44,600

3.8%

Utah

1,292,100

1,338,300

46,200

3.6%

Texas

11,211,600

11,607,800

396,200

3.5%

Colorado

2,386,600

2,452,200

65,600

2.7%

Florida

7,587,400

7,795,900

208,500

2.7%

Delaware

427,800

439,500

11,700

2.7%

Oregon

1,674,200

1,717,600

43,400

2.6%

Arizona

2,512,600

2,572,500

59,900

2.4%

Washington

2,993,500

3,062,100

68,600

2.3%

Indiana

2,925,500

2,991,300

65,800

2.2%

North Carolina

4,050,800

4,139,800

89,000

2.2%

California

15,168,900

15,492,500

323,600

2.1%

Massachusetts

3,354,800

3,422,100

67,300

2.0%

Missouri

2,728,000

2,781,600

53,600

2.0%

Montana

449,100

457,900

8,800

2.0%

Tennessee

2,748,800

2,800,700

51,900

1.9%

Oklahoma

1,633,500

1,663,700

30,200

1.8%

Georgia

4,038,200

4,108,400

70,200

1.7%

South Carolina

1,896,100

1,928,400

32,300

1.7%

Louisiana

1,949,500

1,981,300

31,800

1.6%

Minnesota

2,770,300

2,814,600

44,300

1.6%

Wisconsin

2,814,900

2,859,900

45,000

1.6%

Michigan

4,102,300

4,161,500

59,200

1.4%

Kentucky

1,837,400

1,863,700

26,300

1.4%

Arkansas

1,173,700

1,188,900

15,200

1.3%

New York

8,927,400

9,042,200

114,800

1.3%

Iowa

1,533,700

1,550,200

16,500

1.1%

Pennsylvania

5,738,900

5,793,000

54,100

0.9%

Illinois

5,788,900

5,824,500

35,600

0.6%

Table 1 -- U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Regional and State Employment and Unemployment Summary, Released August 18, 2014.
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IN CONCLUSION
Multi-family investments offer a number of advantages for investors from cash
flow to appreciation and tax advantages. But as with all investments there is
always the potential for loss as well as gain. The most important factor for a
successful multi-family investment is the right market. Property improvements,
more effective marketing, competitive rents, and a high quality management team
are going to have their greatest impact when demand for rental housing is on the
upswing. This is the advantage an emerging market offers investors.

Disclosures
The value of a property and the corresponding equity of the owners of a property
will fluctuate based on the value of the property and the income the property
generates. Though the potential risk of investing in multi-family housing is
moderate, owners may lose some or all of their investment by investing in multifamily properties. A property’s value and rental income can be affected by many
factors, including but not limited to some of the following risks. Individuals need
to consider these risks before investing.
uuGeneral Risks Prior to Closing on Real Property
uuGeneral Risks of Owning Real Property
uuGeneral Risks of Property Management
uuGeneral Risks of Selling Real Estate
uuRegulatory Risks
uuEnvironmental Risks
uuUninsurable Losses
uuRisks of Developing Real Estate or Buying Recently Constructed Properties
uuAppraisal Risks
uuGeneral Risks of Mortgage Loans
uuUse of IRA Fund
Investors should carefully read all information relating to a potential multi-family
investment and the ownership structure of the property.
The above information and risks described are for information purposes only and
may not apply. GreenLite Holdings, its subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, employees
and agents do not warranty or make representation as to the completeness,
accuracy or content of the information included in this paper or the risks described.
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